Distributor Agreement
between
IX-EL International GmbH (IX-EL), Katharina Spurling-Kaffl
and
________________________________________________(Distributor)
The foundation of this agreement is to distribute the Light-Life® Tools to benefit all living beings
and the planet.

1. Subject to the terms and conditions described herein, IX-EL appoints Distributorship on a
nonexclusive basis to sell IX-EL manufactured Slim Spurling Light-Life® Tools (hereinafter called
“Products”). IX-EL does not offer territory rights.

2. IX-EL reserves the right to sell directly to customers.
3. Distributor agrees that neither he/she, nor anyone in their company, will sell, market or otherwise
represent any reproductions of the Products.
4. Distributor commits to attend the next available Introduction and Applications of the Light-Life®
Tools workshop with Katharina Spurling-Kaffl. Distributor must register in advance via the Light-Life
Technology website. IX-EL waives the registration fee for the first workshop attended by Distributor.
Distributor is responsible for all other expenses. Distributor can also take the free Light-Life® Tools
Distributor Skills Assessment which will be given via Skype or by phone within 90 days of signing this
Agreement.
5. With Products totaling 5000 Euros retail Distributor receives 30% discount on the initial order
and all following orders. Distributor orders per calendar year need to total net 2500 Euros in
order to maintain distributorship at 30% discount. If not fulfilled the discount will be reduced
from 30% to 15%.
6. If Distributor’s first order is 8925 Euros or more he receives a discount of 35% for the initial and all
following orders. Distributor orders per calendar year need to total net 5000 Euros in order to
maintain distributorship at a 35% discount. If not fulfilled the discount will be reduced from 35%
to 30% when order volume is more than 2500 Euro, but less than 5000 Euro. If the order
volume is less than 2500 Euro discount will be 15%.
7. Distributor will be listed on our website when he distributes the blue highlighted products on the
included order form. If Distributor does not place any orders within one year, IX-EL reserves the
right to take his/her name off our website.
8. IX-EL reserves the right to offer to special occasion discounts to its retail customers in the newsletter
and on the website. They don’t apply to distributors. Distributors will receive occasional special
offers.
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9. Distributor agrees to sell all Harmonizers with the items included in the package, i.e. a Light-Life Ring
and CD (CD is not included with Personal Harmonizers and Pendants).
10. Orders can be placed through email to info@lightlifetoolseurope.com or by phone
+49 (0) 8025 9938299. Please make sure to include item number. Orders will be shipped within
3 business days after payment is received. There can be a delay if products are on back order.
Distributor will be informed if an item he ordered is not available. We have no influence how long
shipping and custom procedures take. Special orders cannot be canceled due to delay of delivery.
We’ve had shipments from the US held at customs for three weeks or more and in one case was
sent back to the USA.
a. IX-EL typically does not drop ship, except in the case of emergencies and the
Distributor’s discount will be reduce by a minimum of 5%-10% depending on the item(s)
shipped and size of box. If the customer contacted IX-EL and/or Katharina Spurling-Kaffl
for advice and recommendations but orders through a Distributor, the Distributor
discount will be cut by 50%.
b. If the customer does not accept the goods or the goods have been lost by mail carrier,
the Distributor must investigate what happened and/or replace the costs incurred by IXEL such as labor and postage.
11. Products damaged in shipping must be returned for replacement within one week of receipt of
delivery. Please be aware that the 3 ½ Cubit Light-Life® Rings will most likely bend during shipping. It
is easy to straighten them out and returns will not be accepted because they are bent.
12. Distributor takes full responsibility for his marketing activities and statements he makes regarding
the Light-Life Tools and their applications. The Distributor agrees to hold IX-EL, its CEO and
employees harmless from any claims or liability arising from or by the use of Products.
a. Distributor agrees to discuss his marketing plans with IX-EL to avoid possible harm.
b. Distributor is liable for his or her statements in regards to products. IX-EL does not make any
claims whatsoever as the products may work differently for each person and situation.
c. The Distributor shall ensure that the proper Registration mark: Light-Life® Tools and
Copyright: Harmonizer© is placed on all notices in its advertisements, websites and any
other marketing materials for IX-EL. The Distributor shall ensure that the former Light-Life
Tools trademark symbol ™ is removed from all products and replaced with the correct ®
symbol.
13. Distributor does not act as an employee or agent of IX-EL. He is independent and confirms with his
signature that he pays his own taxes and duties. If Distributor provides a valid European Tax ID
number invoice amount is reduced by German VAT.
14. IX-EL provides all Product pictures to Distributor. In return, if Distributor does research and tests
with the Products he will provide pictures and documentation to IX-EL to publish. Distributor is also
permitted to use the text from our website for his advertising purposes. If distributor wants to use
passages from the books Slim Spurling’s Universe or In the Mind of a Master he needs to send
chosen text to IX-EL for approval. Some of the text is outdated and not valid any longer or we have
more and different information. He agrees to update his website when necessary. Only Products
that are on www.LightLifeToolsEurope.com can be on Distributor’s website, not Products that are
offered at workshops on our US website.
15. IX-EL reserves the right to amend, add or discontinue Products at any time.
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16. The agreement may be terminated at any time by both parties in writing. Reason for termination
would be from IX-EL e.g. if distributor advertise or sell counterfeit Light-Life® tools.

17. Jurisdiction shall be Miesbach, Germany.
Date: ______________________

____________________________________
IX-EL International GmbH
Katharina Spurling-Kaffl

__________________________________
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